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**Description**

*An important and unique collection by a distinguished international and interdisciplinary group of scholars who explore the present and future of the global political economy.*

‘This book makes an important contribution to thinking about ways in which humanity can advance beyond the capitalist enrichment of the few at the expense of the many.’  
—Simon Clarke, Director of the Russian Research Programme, University of Warwick

‘Far from heralding the end of history or geography, this excellent volume explores the temporalities and spatialities that are constitutive of capitalism today.’  
—Noel Castree, School of Environment and Development, University of Manchester

*A Political Economy and Global Capitalism* brings together original writings by internationally renowned scholars that reflect on the current trajectories of global capitalism and, in the light of these, consider likely, possible or desirable futures. It offers theory-informed writing that contextualizes empirical research on current world-historic events and trends with an eye towards realizing a future of human, social and economic betterment.

**Readership:** Ideal for upper level undergraduate and MA/PhD graduate students studying comparative and international political economy, political economy theory, sociology, political science, Marxist theory, globalization, neo-liberal economic change, Asian economic development, gender analysis and socialism.

**Contents**

Introduction: Political Economy and Global Capitalism; Theorizing the Contemporary World; Technological Dynamism and the Normative Justification of Global Capitalism; Eating the Future: Capitalism Out of Joint; What follows Neo-liberalism? The Deepening Contradictions of US Domination and the Struggle for a New Global Order; Monetary Policy in the Neo-liberal Transition: A Political Economy Critique of Keynesianism, Monetarism and Inflation Targeting; Volatile, Uneven and Combined Capitalism; The Erosion of Non-Capitalist Institutions and the Reproduction of Capitalism; The Transformative Moment; Frontiers of Cadre Radicalization in Contemporary Capitalism; Green Marxism and the Institutional Structure of a Global Socialist Future; Index

**About the Editors**

Robert Albritton is Professor Emeritus of the Department of Political Science at York University.

Bob Jessop is Professor of Sociology at the University of Lancaster.

Richard Westra is Associate Professor of the Division of International and Area Studies at Pukyong National University, South Korea.
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